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Abstract. The spectral distribution of projectile electrons which are ejected into the forward 
direction in fast ion-atom collisions is calculated in the second-order Born theory. A 
skewness of the forward peak is found which is, however, much weaker than in the case 
of electron capture to the continuum. The peak asymmetry, the width as well as total cusp 
cross sections are calculated for He++ He collisions and compared with the available 
experimental data. 
1. Introduction 
During the recent years, great effort has been devoted to the investigation of electrons 
which are ejected with small momenta relative to the projectile (Groeneveld er a1 1984). 
For partly stripped projectiles, these electrons originate from two different processes: 
Capture of target electrons to the projectile continuum (CTC) and loss of projectile 
electrons to the continuum ( ELC), the latter process being dominant at high collision 
velocities U. 
The basic difference in the theoretical description of the two processes becomes 
apparent in the limit of very high projectile velocities. While an exact CTC theory 
reduces asymptotically to the second-order Born approximation (Dettmann er a1 1974, 
Shakeshaft and Spruch 1978, JakubaSa-Amundsen 1989a), ELC is described within 
the first-order Born approximation (Drepper and Briggs 1976, Briggs and Drepper 
1978, Day 1981, Burgdorfer et a1 1983). These two approximations differ in the 
predictions for the shape of the forward peak which appears in the electron spectrum 
at electron momenta kf close to U. The first-order Born approximation provides a 
symmetric peak, while higher-order perturbative terms introduce an asymmetry, 
enhancing the electron intensity for k, < U as compared with k, > U. For CTC, a strong 
peak skewness is manifest in many experimental data (Breinig er a1 1982, Knudsen er 
a1 1986a, GulyAs er a1 1986). Experimental electron loss peaks, on the other hand, are 
nearly symmetric, and eventually occurring asymmetries have commonly been inter- 
preted as resulting from a CTC contamination (Breinig et al 1981, KovCr er al 1986, 
Man et a1 1986a). Recent compilations of ELC data from a variety of collision systems 
show, however, systematics in the peak asymmetry which require the inclusion of 
higher-order Born terms even in the case of electron loss (Lucas and Steckelmacher 
1987, Atan er a1 1990). 
Theoretical investigations of the electron loss peak in the forward direction have 
mostly been carried out within the first Born approximation (Drepper and Briggs 1976), 
one exception being a higher-order approach which is based on the Faddeev equations 
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(JakubalJa-Amundsen 1981). The Born approximation has subsequently been modified 
to allow for a simultaneous excitation of the target electrons during the ELC process 
(Briggs and Drepper 1978, Burgdorfer et a1 1983) which has been found to be very 
important at all impact velocities (Day 1981). Recently, the inclusion of target excitation 
has also been combined with the treatment of ELC within the peaked impulse approxi- 
mation, particularly suited for heavy target atoms (Hartley and Walters 1987). 
In the present work, the electron-target interaction is included to second order, 
both in the ‘elastic’ contribution (also termed singly inelastic cross section) where the 
target atom remains in its ground state, as well as in the ‘inelastic’ contribution (also 
termed doubly inelastic cross section) where the target goes over into an excited state. 
The theory is formulated in section 2 ,  and numerical results for the spectral distribution 
of the ELC electrons, the peak asymmetry and shape parameters, and the integral peak 
cross sections are given in section 3. In order to display the respective magnitude and 
velocity dependence of the elastic and inelastic contributions to ELC, the shape para- 
meters are calculated separately for the two processes. We have selected the symmetric 
collision system He++He as it provides an ideal test case for the second-order Born 
theory down to rather low collision velocities ( U  a 2 ) ,  but also because it is extensively 
studied experimentally (Knudsen et al 1986b, Man et a1 1986b, Gulyhs et a1 1986). 
The conclusions are drawn in section 4. Atomic units ( h  = m = e = 1) are used unless 
otherwise indicated. 
2. Theory 
Restricting ourselves to a one-electron projectile and describing the internuclear motion 
by a classical trajectory, the collision is governed by the electronic Hamiltonian 
ff = Hp+ f f T f  VeT+ ve,+ vp, (2.1) 
where Hp and HT refer to the isolated projectile and target, respectively, V, denotes 
the interaction of the projectile electron with the target nucleus, V,, is the interaction 
of the projectile electron with all N target electrons, and Vpe describes the interaction 
between the projectile nucleus and the target electrons 
2, and 2, are the nuclear charges of the projectile and target, respectively, and the 
coordinates are depicted in figure 1. The transition amplitude for exciting the projectile 
electron from its initial bound state @’ (with energy g i )  to the final continuum state 
e 
P R( f1  T 
Figure 1. Coordinates for the collision system consisting of the projectile nucleus (P), the 
target nucleus (T) and the electrons (e). Only one target electron is shown. 
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4; (with energy E ~ )  and allowing simultaneously for target excitation, is in the second- 
order Born approximation given by the time integral 
+ vPe GP( veT+ vee) + ( veT + vee) GP vPel $P+f? (2.3) 
where 4: (with energy E , )  and 4; (with energy Ef) are eigenstates to HT which describe 
the target electrons in their initial and final state, respectively, and G p =  
(ia, - Hp- HT+ is)-' is the propagator of the unperturbed system. The coupling Vp, 
does not contribute to first order and nor does it couple VpeGpVp, to second order 
because of the orthogonality of the projectile states $$ and $:. 
2.1. Elastic contribution to ELC 
The transition amplitude for the elastic contribution is obtained from (2.3) by replacing 
4; by the target ground state +:, which is approximated by a Slater determinant of 
single-particle Hartree-Fock states {cp:(r); n = 1, . . . N } .  In the first-order term of (2.3), 
the effective electron-target interaction is given by 
vT(rT) = v e T + ( 4 T l  vee14T) (2.4) 
This Hartree-Fock potential can to sufficient accuracy be fitted by a sum of exponentials 
(Strand and Bonham 1964), the Fourier transform of which is given by 
where the coefficients ai, bi, ai and p i  are the fit parameters. Note that PT can 
alternatively be expressed in terms of the elastic form factor Fe, of the target, PT( q )  = 
-(2/7r)1'2[2T- Fel(q)]/q2 (Rule 1977, Briggs and Taulbjerg 1978), where 
has to be calculated numerically. 
In order to simplify the evaluation of the second-order terms in the transition 
amplitude, we approximate VeT+ V,, throughout by the effective electron-target interac- 
tion V,( r,). As a consequence of neglecting electron correlations in the second-order 
term through the 'single-particle' approximation V,,+ V,, V,, there are no couplings 
to intermediate excited target states +:,. Hence, terms like Vp,Gp( VeT+ Vee) in (2.3) 
do not contribute to the target ground state-ground state scattering. The transition 
amplitude for the elastic contribution to electron loss reduces therefore to 
a,; E a$'el)  + aj? ( 2 - d )  = -i I dt(+p f l V rl*P>-i I d t  (&;I V,GPVTI+P+T) (2.7) 
The first-order transition amplitude is readily evaluated with the help of the Fourier 
representation of V,, if the internuclear coordinate is approximated by a straight-line 
path with impact parameter b, R( t )  = 6 + ut. One obtains 
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For the calculation of the second-order term in (2.7), the spectral representation of 
GP is used 
n,n’ 
where a complete set of eigenstates to Hp+ HT, $!* +:, with energies E,  +E,, has been 
introduced. When (2.9) is inserted into the second-order transition matrix element, the 
target states c$:, drop out because they are not affected by the single-particle potential 
V,. Introducing the Fourier transform of V,, the integrals over t ,  t ’  and w can 
immediately be carried out, and one finds 
n 
x 8 ( E j - -  E ,  +q.o)( l~fPlexp(is.r~)/c~l;)(c~~I X P [ ~ ( Y  -s).rPIl$P). (2.10) 
For the further evaluation of a$3ei) two additional approximations are made. Firstly, 
only K and L shells are explicitly considered in the sum over the intermediate states 
$:, whereas the higher-lying states are accounted for by a closure approximation (Holt 
and Moiseiwitsch 1968). This approximation is reasonable for electron loss from the 
K shell (Gayet 1989). The average energy E, for the higher-lying states is set equal to 
the energy of the lowest of these states (the 3s state). This is, however, of no serious 
consequence since the dependence of the cross section on E, is rather weak. Secondly, 
we introduce a peaking approximation which affects only those terms in the sum over 
n which are explicitly considered. This so-called ‘transverse’ peaking approximation 
relies on the fact that PT(y - s) is strongly peaked at y = s (cf equation (2.5)).  Since 
the &function in (2.10) requires q to be predominantly in the z direction (along U), 
the main contribution arises from small transverse components s, (perpendicular to 
U). Also taking into consideration that PT(s) is peaked at s, = 0, one can approximate 
the momentum s in the weakly varying matrix elements of (2.10) by s,e, which allows 
for an analytic evaluation of the integral over s,. 
The doubly differential cross section for the emission of projectile electrons with 
energy Ef into the solid angle dClj (in the target frame of reference), leaving the target 
in its ground state, is calculated from the sum of (2.8) and (2.10) 
(2.11) 
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where spherical coordinates have been chosen for q. The minimum momentum transfer 
is given by qmin = (cf - E ~ ) /  U, and the polar angle is obtained from cos 6, = -( cf - c i ) / q U .  
The three integrals over q, (p, and s, have to be done numerically. Explicit expressions 
for the matrix elements in (2.11) and for the integral over s, are given in the appendix. 
2.2. Inelastic contribution to ELC 
The transition amplitude for the inelastic process is obtained from (2.3) with +;# 4:. 
Due to the orthogonality of these target states, only the electron-electron potential V,, 
contributes to first order. When the single-particle approximation, VeT+ V,, - VT is 
used in the second-order term, there is also no contribution from the coupling ( VeT+ 
V,,)Gp( VeT+ V,,). This approximation is somewhat more severe than the corresponding 
one in the elastic case, because electron correlations are more important if also the 
target is excited, but also because inelastic ELC dominates over the elastic one. To 
neglect a term with V,,GpVr as compared with Vp,GpVT is only justified for heavy 
projectiles where the projectile interaction Vp, is considerably stronger than the elec- 
tron-electron coupling. This condition is not very well satisfied for Hei projectiles, 
but the single-particle approximation will give reasonable results as long as the second 
Born term is smaller than the first Born term, i.e. in the validity regime of the 
second-order Born approximation. Hence, the transition amplitude for the inelastic 
ELC contribution reads 
With the Fourier representation of the electron-electron interaction, the first-order 
term is given by 
(2.13) 
The evaluation of the second-order term proceeds in an analogous way as for the 
elastic case. Inserting a complete set of eigenstates $:* r#~:, and noting that due to the 
single-particle nature of VT and Vp,, couplings to intermediate states with n, n ' #  {i,f} 
do not occur, one obtains 
(2.14) 
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When the Fourier representations of Vp, and V, are inserted, the time and frequency 
integrals can be carried out and the transition amplitude reduces to 
a$"') = dq 6( Er - Ei+ Er - E, + q U )  exp(iq. b )  - PT(q+s)6( Er - Ei - - s -  U )  I :: 
N 
zp I 
x (+;I c exP(is%,)jd:)(+;I exP[i(q+-s)%ll+3 (2.15) 
m = l  
where use has been made of the relation ( a  +ie)- ' - (a  -iE)-'= -27ri s ( a ) .  
For the further evaluation the transverse peaking approximation is applied to set 
s,=O in the two matrix elements of (2.15). Since s, = ( E f - E i ) / v  is fixed by the 
&function, the s-integral reduces to a convolution of the potentials. From (2.13) and 
(2.1 5),  the doubly differential cross section for electron loss with simultaneous target 
excitation is thus given by 
dEfdR, d2uin  -4kf U f n = l  I ~ ~ S ( E : - E : + E ~ - E ~ + ~ ~ )  
(2.16) 
where cp: denotes the bound states of the ground-state configuration 4:, while 'p; is 
a state above the Fermi level (indicated by the symbol f >  N ) ,  and E;- ET is the 
energy difference of the states cpr and cp:. As first- and second-order terms in (2.16) 
have the same structure, the sum over the final target states is readily evaluated if the 
excitation energy is approximated by a fixed value, E;- E:= A&, such that closure 
can be applied. Following Day (1981), we choose A& = IET,I + ~ $ 2  where E:, is the 
target K-shell energy and Kr = kf - U the momentum of the ejected electron in the 
projectile reference frame. Since $ f > N  = $f -Z,"==,, the inelastic contribution to ELC 
reduces to 
N 
- 2 Re{A*B(cp:l exp(iq r)~so:)(cp~i exp(iw, - r)lcp:)~) (2.17) 
n , k = l  
N 
S i n ( p ) =  N -  C I(p%I e x p ( i ~ * r ) I ~ : ) I ~  
n , k = l  
where ijmin= E ~ ) / u ,  cos 6, = -qmin/q and s, = A&/v.  Re{M} denotes the 
real part of M, F , , ( p )  is the elastic form factor, equation (2.6), and Sin(p)  is the 
incoherent scattering form factor (Kim and Inokuti 1968, Rule 1977). Explicit 
expressions for the matrix elements as well as for the integral over s, occurring in A 
and B are given in the appendix. The transition matrix elements of the target in the 
last term of (2.17) have to be calculated numerically with, e.g., the help of the 
Roothaan-Hartree-Fock wavefunctions as tabulated by Clementi and Roetti (1974). 
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For the special case of a He target the set (9:) consists of only one spatial 
wavefunction (with two spin degrees of freedom). Therefore, the inelastic cross section 
is completely determined by Fe,, since for He, one has in addition Si, = 2 - Fa1/2 
(Briggs and Taulbjerg 1978) 
+2  Re{A*B}(Fe,(Iq + wd -iFe~(q)Fe~(sz))I* (2.18) 
The total doubly differential cross section for electron loss is determined by the sum 
of the elastic and inelastic contributions, (2.11) + (2.18). 
3. The peak shape in comparison with experiment 
The structure of the electron distribution in the vicinity of the projectile threshold is 
readily extracted from the limit K, + 0 of the ionization matrix element which appears 
in the integrands of both the elastic and inelastic ELC contribution. For a 1s initial 
state one obtains from formula (A.2) of the appendix 
($;I exp(iq. r)l$:s> 
where vf = Z,/ K ,  and cos 4 = cos 0; cos 6, +sin 6; sin 6, cos Q, with 0; the electron 
emission angle in the projectile reference frame. Similar expressions hold for the higher 
bound projectile states 4;. Two features are obvious from (3.1). First, the cross section 
shows the well known divergence with K;' (Drepper and Briggs 1976). The finite peak 
height in the experimental spectra is just a consequence of the finite detector resolution, 
and in order to compare with experiment, the theoretical cross section has to be 
averaged over the angular resolution Bo (assuming that the energy resolution is good 
enough, so that its influence can be neglected) 
d2 uin 
J o 0  sin af daf ( - dEf d2 ue' dflf +-)dEf dflf (3.2) 
where .S, is the electron emission angle in the target frame of reference. 
The second feature in the electron spectrum concerns the peak asymmetry. From 
(3.1) it follows that even in the limit K,+ 0, there remains a dependence on the emission 
angle 0; which allows for different emission intensities on the left-hand side of the 
peak (k, SU, e;= 180") and on the right-hand side (k ,  3 U, e;= 0"). As this 0; depen- 
dence occurs only in a phase factor, it disappears upon squaring and hence is not 
present in the first-order Born approximation such that the peak is symmetric (Day 
1980). If, however, higher-order Born terms are included, there remains a net depen- 
dence on 6; because the different phases of the Born terms can interfere, but also 
because the higher Born terms have a @;-dependent modulus. The approximations for 
these terms must, however, be chosen carefully in order to retain this 0; dependence 
(note e.g. that if the usual closure approximation were used in the elastic ELC contribu- 
tion without explicit consideration of the n = 1, 2 projectile states in (2.11), there were 
no 0; dependence left). 
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In contrast to electron capture to the continuum (JakubaBa-Amundsen 1988,1989b), 
the prefactor of cos 6 in the last phase factor of (3.1) is jinite for any momentum q 
which means that the cross section is analytic in 6,;. This remains true if one goes 
beyond the second Born approximation as has been done in the Faddeev-based 
approach (Jakubal3a-Amundsen 1981). Hence, it is reasonable to transform the cross 
section into the projectile frame of reference and expand it in terms of Legendre 
polynomials P,(cos 6;) ,  a method which has frequently been applied by the experimen- 
talists in order to extract generic ELC cross sections which should be independent of 
the detector resolution (Meckbach et a1 1981) 
Near the peak maximum at K~ = 0, only the expansion coefficients Bo[ are important. 
Theoretically, they are obtained from the formula 
The first coefficients have a simple interpretation: Boo determines the magnitude of the 
cross section in the peak, Bol the peak skewness, i.e. the difference for e ;=Oo and 
180", and BO2 the anisotropy, i.e. the difference between transverse emission ( 6 ;  = 90") 
and longitudinal emission. Commonly, only these three coefficients (together with 
those for n = 1) are retained in a fit to the experimental spectrum. It should be noted 
that the next ones, Bo, with 13 3, are again absent in the first-order Born approximation 
for K-shell electron loss (Day 1980, Burgdorfer et a1 1983), hence their presence is an 
indication of higher-order Born contributions, however hardly accessible experi- 
mentally within the present accuracy of the data. 
We have calculated the cross section and the coefficients Bo[,  1 c 2 for the collision 
system He++He as a function of the collision velocity. For the He target, we have 
used the Hartree-Fock form factor F,,(q) as tabulated in Kim and Inokuti (1968; 
together with a fitted tail -q-3.5 for q >  10). For the effective target potential V, we 
have only used a two-term formula instead of (2.5) with the coefficients a, ,  b, , a,, PI 
from Strand and Bonham (1964), but with a2=0  (since p2>>p1,  this underestimates 
the cross section by about 2%), while a, and a3 vanish for He. The target binding 
energy is taken as ~ E : ~ I  = 0.90359. The numerical evaluation of the cross section is 
straightforward, and the singularities from the propagator are easily dealt with (see 
appendix). 
The spectrum of electrons emitted in 2.6 MeV Hei+ He collisions, integrated over 
the solid angle covered by the detector 
d a  d 2 a  - (e,) = 2rkf joeosin 6f daf- 
dkf dEf dRf (3.5) 
is depicted in figure 2. The detector resolution of the experimental set-up is 1.28" (Man 
et a1 1986a); however, the use of a six-term expansion (3.3) with allowance for small 
variations in v and Bo in a least-squares fitting procedure to the experimental data, 
has led to an optimized value of Bo = 1.03" for this particular system (Atan et a1 1990). 
We have performed second-order Born calculations for both values of 8,: Although 
the experimental width of the peak is well reproduced when eo = 1.03" is used, we find 
a much better agreement in the absolute cross section with the original value of eo. 
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dkf 
1 Het- He 
Figure 2. Angular integrated differential ELC cross section for 2.6 MeV He++ He collisions. 
Shown are second Born calculations for a detector resolution of Bo = 1.28" (---) and 1.03" 
(-). The data points are from Lucas as described in Man et al (1986a). The large arrow 
denotes the peak position at k, =5.1, the small arrows are the limits of the truncated 
integration region (see text). 
In figure 3, the results for Boo obtained from four different prescriptions are shown, 
inserting for d2u/dEf dClf in (3.4): (i) the total first-order Born result, ( i i )  the total 
second-order Born result, (iii) the elastic contribution d2 ue'/dEf dn, from (2.1 1) and 
(iv) the inelastic contribution d2 uin/dEf from (2.18). It is seen that at the lowest 
velocity considered, U = 2, = 2, the Boo calculated from the second-order theory (ii) is 
a factor of three above the first-order Born result, indicating the necessity of including 
still higher Born terms. On the other hand, for u>2ZP, the second-order Born term 
gives only a small correction to the first-order absolute cross sections. In any case, the 
dominant contribution to Boo arises from ionizing collisions which leave the target in 
an excited state. This is due to the fact that ELC from a charged projectile occurs at 
the same impact parameters which are relevant for exciting a target electron and 
transferring to it the same amount of momentum. The inelastic contribution is par- 
ticularly important for small momentum transfer, while it is not that large for high 
momentum transfer (small U or large K ~ )  since gmin> qmin (Briggs and Taulbjerg 1978). 
Comparison is made with experimental data from three groups (Jensen 1986, 
BerCnyi and Gulyis 1989, Atan et a1 1990). There is no obvious reason why the data 
fall below the total second-order Born result at high impact velocities. At low U, on 
the other hand, the strong increase of the data for decreasing U is due to the contamina- 
tion with CTC electrons which have not been separated from the ELC electrons in the 
data of BerCnyi and Gulyis (1989) and Atan et a1 (1990). With the help of the impulse 
approximation ( I A )  for CTC (JakubalJa-Amundsen 1988), we have estimated an upper 
and lower limit of the CTC contribution by means of the following consideration: the 
lower limit is obtained by calculating Boo for H'S He collisions in the prior IA, valid 
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Figure 3. Peak height parameter Bo, for He+ + He collisions as a function of the impact 
velocity U. The calculations include the second Born theory (-), the first Born theory 
(---), the elastic contribution (--I as well as the inelastic contribution (-.- .-) to the 
second Born theory for ELC. The dotted curves result from an inclusion of the upper and 
lower limit, respectively, of the CTC contribution to Boo. The experimental data are from 
Berhyi  and Gulyis (1989) (o), Atan et al (1990) (a) and Jensen (1986) as quoted e.g. in 
Lucas and Steckelmacher (1987) (9). 
for Zp<ZT (assuming that He' does not loose its electron during CTC), and adding 
about 30% of this value in order to account for the enhancement by the polarization 
of the bound electron of He+ (JakubaBa-Amundsen 1989b). The upper limit is obtained 
by calculating Boo for Hez+ + He in the post IA. This estimate for the order of magnitude 
of the CTC contribution agrees with the estimate by Jensen (1986) obtained from 
coincidence experiments. Adding these values for Boo to the ones for ELC leads to a 
reasonable agreement with the experimental data. At high velocities, CTC is completely 
negligible due to its rapid decrease with v. 
In figure 4, the velocity dependence of the asymmetry parameters p ,  = Bol/Boo and 
p2 = BO2/BOO is shown in comparison with the experimental data of Gulyis et a1 (1986), 
Atan et a1 (1990) and Knudsen et a1 (1986b). While p ,  = 0 in the first-order theory, 
the second-order Born approximation gives a negative PI in the whole velocity region 
investigated, indicating that like for CTC, the low-energy electrons ( k ,  S v )  are emitted 
with a higher intensity than the electrons on the high-energy side of the peak ( I C ,  $. U). 
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Figure 4. Skewness parameter P l ( a )  and anisotropy parameter P r  ( b )  for He++He col- 
lisions as a function of the impact velocity U. The calculations include the second Born 
theory (-), the first Born theory (---) and the elastic contribution (--) to the second 
Born theory for ELC. Shown also is the result for PI from a two-term expansion (- . - -). 
The experimental data are taken from Gulyis et al (1986) and Berdnyi and Gulyis (1989) 
(n), as well as from Atan et al (1990) (a) and Knudsen et ai (1986b) (*). 
The velocity dependence of ,GI may be understood from an estimate of the +dependent 
phase factor in the ionization matrix element (3.1). Inserting for q the most probable 
value q = qminez and assuming Zpa Z,,  one obtains the two limiting values 
At high velocities, the magnitude of this phase and thus Ipl/ increases proportional to 
Zp/ v and tends to zero for v + CO. This behaviour is also obtained in the impulse 
approximation for electron capture, but with a considerably higher prefactor of Z,/ U 
(JakubaQa-Amundsen 1988). For electron loss, the scaling of p1 with Z,/v has been 
previously suggested from a simple binary-collision model and verified experimentally 
(Knudsen et a1 1986b). At low collision velocities, (3.6) indicates that ipll will have a 
maximum and then decrease again towards smaller U. A corresponding change in the 
slope of PI is evident in figure 4 ( a ) ,  but it should be kept in mind that at v<Zp, 
higher-order Born terms have to be considered in the calculation. 
In order to demonstrate the dependence of ,G2 on the number of terms included in 
the series expansion (3.3), we have added in figure 4(a)  the skewness parameter as 
calculated from a two-term expansion (considering only Boo and BOl which are obtained 
from the differential cross sections at 6; = 0" and 180" (JakubaSa-Amundsen 1988)). 
The general velocity dependence is rather well approximated by this simple formula, 
but the magnitude of ,GI is somewhat overestimated. 
The anisotropy parameter p2 as shown in figure 4(b) is positive for small values 
of v and negative for large U, tending to a constant value at v + CO. This trend is similar 
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to that in the first Born approximation which has previously been used to calculate 
p2 for H e + + H  collisions (Burgdorfer et a1 1983). 
Figure 4 reveals also the importance of allowing for target excitation during ELC. 
Consideration of the elastic contribution alone would lead to a drastic overestimate 
of both lpll and 
The fact that the experimental data from the different groups scatter far outside 
the error bars may point to a residual Bo dependence of the parameters B,, from the 
truncated expansion (3.3), since the data analysing procedure has been cross-checked 
by the different groups with identical data (Atan et al 1990). Hence the ELC peak shape 
may alternatively be characterized by the full width at half maximum, r F W H M  which 
can easily be scaled with Bo.  Using a truncated series (3.3) with n = 0 and 1 = 0 ,2  and 
integrating over the detector resolution, Day (1980) has found the following relation 
and would also result in an incorrect velocity dependence. 
r F W H M = 3 60 ( 1 + gp 2 (3.7) 
which should be more general than the first-order Born approximation upon which it 
is based. In fact, the scaling of r F W H M  with Bo has been applied successfully to a variety 
of data (Lucas and Steckelmacher 1987), and it is also realized in the second-order 
Born approximation to a very good extent (the change of r F W H M / e o  is less than 3% 
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Figure S. Scaled full width at half maximum, rFWHM/BO, for ELC from He++ He collisions 
as a function of the impact velocity U. Shown are results from the second Born approximation 
(-, Bo= 1.5"), from Day's formula (3.8) (-.-.-, B o =  1.5"), the 20 line (---) as well 
as the first Born results (--) from Burgdorfer (1986) (B, Bo = 1.28"), from Kover et a /  
(1986) (K, Bo = 1.5") and the present result (P, Bo = 1.5'). The experimental data from Kover 
er a /  (0, Bo = 1.5"), Man et a/ (I, Bo= 1.28") and Jensen (*, Bo= 1.61") are taken from the 
compilation by Lucas and Steckelmacher (1987). 
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of r F W H M / &  as calculated from the second-order Born theory, and it is seen that the 
prescription (3.7) (with p2 from the second-order Born theory) provides a very good 
approximation up to v = 5 .  At the higher velocities, B,, with n>O come into play 
because of the increasing peak width (Day 1980) and the second Born result shows a 
stronger increase with v than would be predicted by (3.7). It should be noted that the 
simple formula $A90 for r F W H M  which derives from considering the peak shape as being 
exclusively determined by the prefactor ~j' in (3.3) (Dettmann et a1 1974, Day 1980), 
fails already for v a 4 .  
For the sake of completeness, previous first-order Born results from Burgdorfer 
(1986) and Kovkr et a1 (1986) have been included. Theory is compared with the 
experimental data from Jensen (1986), KovCr et a1 (1986) and Man et al (1986a) as 
compiled in Lucas and Steckelmacher (1987). It is found that the velocity dependence 
of the data can be fairly well reproduced by the second-order Born theory, whereas 
the first Born approximation is incorrect at the lower velocities. 
Total cusp cross sections are obtained upon integrating over the spectral distribution. 
Figure 6 shows the velocity dependence of the cusp cross sections from a first-order 
and a second-order Born calculation with an integration interval covering the whole 
ELC peak region. In contrast to the fact that Boo strongly decreases with increasing 
velocity, the total cusp cross section decreases only weakly for va 4 because both the 
peak width and the available phase space in the target frame increase with v (Briggs 
and Drepper 1978). The second-order Born term becomes important for 0 6 4  in 
consistency with the result for Boo (figure 3), and leads to a strong increase of the cusp 
cross section with decreasing v. This increase has also been found experimentally 
(KovCr et a1 1986). 
The comparison between theoretical cusp cross sections and experimental data is 
complicated by several facts. One problem concerns the subtraction of the background 
which results mainly from target electrons, but also from ionization of the residual 
gas. As evident from figure 2, the subtraction of a linear background (Man et a1 1986a) 
seriously underestimates the ELC cross section on the outer wings of the peak. Another 
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problem concerns the strong dependence of the cusp cross section on the detector 
resolution, and there is no apparent simple scaling with B o .  Finally, the cusp cross 
section depends on the integration interval which is truncated in different ways for 
the various data sets. In figure 6, we have therefore only included the data from Man 
et a1 (1986b) which all result from the choice of constant integration limits kf = U i 0.25 
(where the data still have a similar slope to theory, cf figure 2 ) .  If the same limits are 
taken in the second-order Born calculation, the data are nicely reproduced by theory, 
provided the resolution Bo = 1.28" is used, rather than the individually optimized values 
which scatter around 1 .O". Note, however, that this truncated integration interval yields 
only about 60% of the total cusp cross section. 
4. Conclusion 
We have applied the second-order Born theory to the study of the ELC process at 
forward emission angles. Singly as well as doubly inelastic ELC cross sections have 
been calculated up  to second order with the help of the transverse peaking approxima- 
tion as well as the conventional closure relation for the evaluation of the sum over the 
unobserved final states of the target electrons, and a less restrictive closure approxima- 
tion for the consideration of intermediate excited projectile states. For the symmetric 
system investigated, He+ + He at a variety of impact velocities, we have found that for 
the total cross sections, the first Born approximation breaks down at velocities below 
twice the ground-state electronic orbiting velocity, and the second Born approximation 
becomes unreliable around U = 2,. As far as the peak shape is concerned, the skewness 
parameter p1 = Boo/Bol deviates considerably from the first Born result PI = 0. Its 
negative value indicates that the forward peak is skewed towards the low-energy side, 
however much weaker than in the case of electron capture to the continuum. This 
result is at variance with our previously obtained p1 from the Faddeev-type approxima- 
tion (Groeneveld et a1 1984, p 17) but this may be due to the use of unscreened target 
wavefunctions in that approach. 
The comparison with experimental data is complicated by the fact that the shape 
parameters Boo, p1 and p2 as measured by the different groups show strong variations. 
Hence, only an average experimental trend for these parameters can be extracted, and 
it is found that the second-order Born theory follows roughly this trend, although there 
are considerable deviations at the highest collision velocities considered. For the peak 
width r F W H M ,  there exists a scaling with the detector resolution B o ,  and if r F W H M / B 0  
is plotted over U, the data nearly merge within the error bars, and are quite well 
reproduced by the second Born approximation. As concerns the total, peak-integrated 
ELC cross sections, a comparison with the available experimental data is very intricate 
because the results depend not only on B o ,  but also on the momentum interval covered 
by the integration as well as on the particular method of background subtraction. We 
have found that the second Born theory can well describe the velocity dependence of 
the total cusp cross sections if the momentum interval around the peak maximum is 
truncated equally strongly in theory and experiment. 
The present formalism is readily extended to multielectron projectiles and heavier 
targets where experimental data are also available (Jensen 1986, Man et a1 1986a, b, 
Oswald et a1 1989). In particular, we predict from (3.5) some increase of lpll with 
target charge for the higher velocities; however, a thorough investigation will require 
much more numerical work than in the case of helium. 
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Appendix 1. Evaluation of the matrix elements for bound-bound and bound- 
continuum transitions of hydrogen-like projectiles as occur in equations (2.1 1) 
and (2.16) 
For an initial 1s state and a final bound state in the K or L shell, one has ( r p =  r )  
( CC, ys I exp (ip r )  I$ = 1 624,/ ( P + 4 2  ;I2 
('4.1) 9 2 3  ( $241 exPCP * r I CC, E, = 4JZZ4,P2/ ( P2 + zz P) 
( +,9., m I exp ( ip * r I + Ps) = i4JiF;;[z',~ / ( P + ZZ P)  I Y T m  ( P* * 9 2 3  
The K-shell ionization matrix element is taken from McDowell and Coleman (1970): 
N,= (23/2/.rr)z','2 e x p ( ~ 7 , ~ / 2 ) r ( l  -iq,) 7f = Z P /  K.r. 
The L-shell ionization matrix elements are evaluated with the help of parametric 
derivatives of the Is  matrix element (A.2) and are explicitly given in JakubaBa- 
Amundsen (1988). With these formulae, the s3m over the p states entering into (2.11) 
is readily evaluated 
C ((c/PIexp(iszez.~)I$,P,,m)((~12Pp,mIexp[i(q - s z e z )  * rI/ l~ys) 
m=0,*1 
x ( q  cos 6, - s,) + kfq sin sin 6, cos(cp, - qf)MM,(s ,e , ) )  
where the relations K,fz = kf cos 6, - v and K ~ ,  = k,, have been used, and where p = 
q - sg,. Conveniently, the integration variable qq in (2.11) is shifted to Q, = pq - qp 
Appendix 2. Evaluation of the convolution of the Fourier transformed potentials as 
occur in equations (2.11) and (2.16) 
To this aim we introduce the auxiliary integral 
1 1 
I+(b, p ) = -  ds, - 
7r I s 2 + b 2  ( s * q ) ' + p 2 '  (A.4) 
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Using the abbreviations p = b2 + sz and A, = p'+  q2 + si i 2qzsz, one has, after making 
the substitution s: = x 
( ' 4 .5 )  
1 A , f l + d + f p  -_ -a'" p(dz+ f )  
with d = ( p  - A,)2+4pq: and f =  A, - p  -2q:. With the help of this integral, one 
obtains the result 
dSL c T (  S )  e=( 4- S) 
d 
aja,I-(bj, b j ) -2a .@- - -  I - ( b j ,  p,) ' ' ' d L  
Appendix 3. Treatment of the singularities in the elastic contribution (2.11) to ELC 
There occur first-order poles in the &-integral of ( 2 . 1 1 )  from the energy denominators 
at s, = SE] with SE] = ( E ,  - E ~ ) /  v and n = Is, 2s, 3s for the degenerate hydrogen-like 
states. As the remaining integrand F,(s,) is well behaved in the vicinity of the pole 
sb",!, and as all poles are well separated, the integrand can be decomposed into a sum 
over n, and each contribution treated in the following way 
1 a3 
F,(sz) dsz us, + AE, + iE 
r 1 1 
where PE, = Ef - E, and P denotes the principal value. The second integral in the 
above expression vanishes. For a fast convergence it is sufficient to split the integration 
regime at the three poles, and to make a logarithmic variable substitution in the interval 
Is,J>Isbb;)J. In the subsequent integration over q, the lower limit has to be chosen 
slightly above qmin (e.g. at 1.001 qmin) which does not affect the result, but reduces the 
required step number in the s, integration. 
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